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Report of Alumni Meet ‘17 

 
The 5th General Body meeting of the Alumni Association was held on the 

morning of Saturday (18th Feb 2017) in the seminar Hall. Event started at 

11.30am with a classical welcome dance and during inaugural session an AV 

was featured which exposed the  progress and achievements of the college  

since inception to till date. 
 

The inaugural session started with Jyothiprajwalana and welcome note 

by the co-coordinator Mr.S.Phaneendra followed by the speech of chief guest 

Sri CH.HARISH - CEO ID TECHNOLOGIES HYDERABAD ,who is also 

the alumni of the Institute (2003-2007 Mechanical). He wished all the 

dignitaries on Dias, HOD’s, faculty members & Graduates. He was very happy 

saying that he too was fortunate to be a graduate. He said he has attended last 

alumni meetings and now being invited as chief guest for BITS Alumni will be 

memorable. Finally he thanked the organizers and apprised the Alumni about 

the recent progress of BITS and sought their assistance in providing better 

training/education to students. 
 

The Meet is followed by individual messages/speeches delivered by the 

Respected chairman Dr.A.RAJENDRAPRASAD REDDY, Principal – BITS 

Dr.V.S.Hariharan ,Principal – BIP Dr.N.RAGHUNADAN , Principal – BIMS 

Dr.K.Sharath Babu and coordinator Mr.S.PHANEENDRA Honourable Chief 

guest Sri Ch.HARISH garu has addressed the gathering with warm welcome to 

BITSAA members. 

Chairman said ALUMNI to be in touch with thire juniors so that the 

rapport is maintained. He insisted the importance of the skill development 

programs at the college level and asked the alumni to be a part and parcel of it. 

He suggested to conduct such type of interactions by the alumni to juniors. He 

thanked the organizers for giving the opportunity. 



BITS- Principal addressed - Dr.V.S.HARIHARAN garu , wished all the 

dignitaries and thanked all the alumni for coming from a long way for their 

participation. He congratulated the team for doing hard work & making this 

event a success. 

Principal BIPS - Dr.N.RAGHUNADAN garu , wished all the dignitaries 

and recognized the some of the old students. He gave a definition for alumni 

saying always united and make nation integrity. He spoke about the regulations 

of the college followed saying students are always the brand ambassadors of the 

college. 

Principal - BIMS - Dr.K.SHARATH BABU garu wished all the 

dignitaries, He suggested the students to be dynamic, up gradation of skills, life 

experiencing as life has different phases which is journey and has to be 

continued. He tried to emphasise the power of alumni in making institute a 

remarkable one in society. 
 

The date of this Meet was declared in the month of January itself and the 

news spread far and wide. Many of the alumni played active role in contacting 

their batchmates and others. The Meet was attended by 115 alumni of batches 

that graduated from 2005 (First Graduating Batch) to 2016. There was special 

enthusiasm in the batches graduating from year 2005 to 2016. It was a great 

pleasure to know about their accomplishments in professional lives. Most of 

them were visiting their Alma mater for the first time since their graduation, and 

naturally were thrilled to be back in the campus again. About five alumni 

attended the Meet with their spouses and were very excited to know that their 

arrangement was made in the college were they once lived. They very proudly 

took their families around the campus and showed the places where they lived 

and spent time. 
 

Many of the Alumni expressed their willingness to help BITS in training, 

placement, development of modern laboratories, and delivery of expert lectures 

in emerging areas of technology. 



Some of the alumni visited their respective departments and interacted 

with their juniors by sharing their experiences. The HODs of each department 

took them around the various laboratories and other departmental facilities and 

presented the recent progress and activities. After the presentation, discussion 

on the future developments with alumni are made and alumni came up with 

contructive suggestions regarding the syllabus of courses, laboratory 

development etc. 
 

The evening was devoted to recreation through cultural programmes. The 

current students have presented folk songs and dances depicting rich cultural 

heritage of telangana .The alumni were thrilled and electrified when the worthy 

Hod’s & Staff also joined the dancing group. Everyone was moved by the 

emotions of dancing alumni. The cultural programme continued till 6.00pm 
 

A feed back was also collected from alumni regarding the organizational 

aspects of the Meet and their suggestions for improvement in professional 

training at BITS. The Alumni Meet closed at a very emotional note and 

National Anthem . However, everyone appreciated the efforts by the BITS in 

making the Meet a grand success . Everyone departed with the resolution to 

visit again and spread the message amongst all who could not visit this time. 
 

At last I thank full to chairman Dr. A. RAJENDRAPRASAD REDDY, 

Principal – BITS Dr.V.S.Hariharan ,Principal – BIP Dr.N.RAGHUNADAN , 

Principal – BIMS Dr.K.Sharath Babu HODs and all the Departmental 

coordinators, Staff members Ao – SURESH, Manager  - YADAGIRI those  

who directly or indirectly are helped a lot for BITSAA ‘17  a  GRAND  

Success. 

 
  

Coordinator Principal 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 



 


